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    1. Long Road  2. Wild One  3. Livin' Loud  4. Green Light  5. Rebel with a Cause  6. The Real
Thing  7. Done Me Dirty  8. Don't Walk Away  9. Come Back Home  10. Wicked  11. Down
Down Down  12. Peace    Diana Rein sings, plays lead, bass, and rhythm guitar.    

 

  

On Long Road, Diana Rein, who was born in Romania and raised in Chicago, doesn't just show
off her incredible guitar playing, which is reminiscent of Stevie Ray Vaughan with a sprinkling of
Buddy Guy & Jimi Hendrix, but also her powerful voice !! Killer Vocals, Killer Guitar, Killer Rock
!! With music like this, Diana's Rein as "Queen of Blues/Rock" will be a long one !! - Michael
Trike McGrath of Trike's Trax, dianarein.com

  

 

  

Long Road by Diana Rein is a wonderful collection of songs with a sense of passion in every
note and a view into the life of a female artist that has truly paid her dues. Like the atypical
Blues at the crossroads moment when a person can choose fame or faith, she made the choice
to follow her heart with faith in herself and found fame worth having.

  

Born in Romania and raised in Chicago, this young woman had a dream of playing guitar long
before many. In a faithful trip to the music store with her father, that day her future was sealed
and her drive began. Since then, Diana has released several albums and has a loyal following
of fans that her music speaks to and you will understand that once you hear this multi-talented
artist on “Long Road”.
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On her magnetic Indie Blues sophomore album “Long Road”, the artist named “the Six String
Siren” by her adoring fans will captivate you. With a sharp tongue, driving blues guitars and
melodic solos — it won’t take long before you fall under her spell.

  

Ranked top of performing artists in here genre on Reverbnation, Diana is a musical force to be
both reckoned with and adored.  I personally found the album to be both melodic and masterful,
reaching for the sky Diana can take your breath away, and she creates images in your mind
where you can witness the life lead by one so young yet so experienced. Songs of Sadness,
Hope, Love found and lost, Dreams Fulfilled and Personal Triumph, no topic is untouched.

  

If you love the Blues with a Western / Rock range, fueled by Beauty and Desire, then Long
Road is the album you have been waiting to hear. Diana wrote the entire album personally and
recorded many of the instruments personally, giving a special love and flavor to every song,
truly making this album a reflection of her soul, now immortalized forever. --- Joseph Timmons,
indiepulsemusic.wordpress.com
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